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DARMA is implicit parallelism embedded in C++ for
handling mul:-level, dynamic, or irregular parallelism
§ Distributed, Asynchronous, Resilient Models for ApplicaLons
Programming Model:
Deterministic-by-default, implicit
parallelism based on data effects

C++ Lambdas
darma::create_work(
[=]{
/*do some work*/
}
);

C++ Functors
struct MyFun {
void operator()(...) {
/* do some work */
}
};
darma::create_work<MyFun>(...)

This is the C++ 11 syntax for writing
an anonymous function that captures
variables by value.

Functors are for larger blocks of code
that may be reused and migrated by
the backend to another memory space.
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DARMA is implicit parallelism embedded in C++ for
handling mul:-level, dynamic, or irregular parallelism
§ Distributed, Asynchronous, Resilient Models for ApplicaLons
C++ abstraction to capture
data effects in tasks

Programming Model

Example Program

DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph)

AccessHandle<int> my_data;
darma::create_work([=]{
my_data.set_value(29);
});
darma::create_work(
reads(my_data), [=]{
cout << my_data.get_value();
}
);
darma::create_work(
reads(my_data), [=]{
cout << my_data.get_value();
}
);
darma::create_work([=]{
my_data.set_value(31);
});

Modify
my_data

Sequential
Semantics

Read
my_data

Read
my_data

Modify
my_data

These two tasks are concurrent
and can be run in parallel by a
DARMA backend!
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DARMA is implicit parallelism embedded in C++ for
handling mul:-level, dynamic, or irregular parallelism
§ Distributed, Asynchronous, Resilient Models for ApplicaLons
C++ abstraction to capture
data effects in tasks
Example Program

DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph)

AccessHandle<int> my_data;

Modify
§ CommunicaLonmy_data
and load balancing
implicit in the code
Sequential
Read
Read
darma::create_work(
my_data on
my_data
§ Semantics
ApplicaLon
codes focused
reads(my_data), [=]{
cout << my_data.get_value();
physics algorithm
}
);
Modify
my_data
§ SeparaLon of concerns keeps codes
darma::create_work(
reads(my_data), [=]{
cout << my_data.get_value();
more maintainable
}
darma::create_work([=]{
my_data.set_value(29);
});

);
darma::create_work([=]{
my_data.set_value(31);
});

These two tasks are concurrent
and can be run in parallel by a
DARMA backend!
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DARMA is implicit parallelism embedded in C++ for
handling mul:-level, dynamic, or irregular parallelism
§ Distributed, Asynchronous, Resilient Models for ApplicaLons
C++ abstraction to capture
data effects in tasks

Programming Model

Example Program

DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph)

Implicit parallelism from data eﬀects is part of many projects:
AccessHandle<int> my_data;
Modify
§ Legion,
Regent: Stanford
my_data
darma::create_work([=]{
my_data.set_value(29);
});
§ DeterminisLc
Parallel Java Sequential
Read
Read
darma::create_work(
Semantics
my_data
my_data
reads(my_data), [=]{ compilers (R-Stream, PLUTO)
§ Auto-parallelizing
cout << my_data.get_value();
}
);

Modify
my_data

What’sdarma::create_work(
diﬀerent in[=]{DARMA?
reads(my_data),
cout << my_data.get_value();
}
§ Embedded
in C++
);
These two tasks are concurrent
and can
be run in parallel by a model
darma::create_work([=]{
§ CollaboraLve
eﬀort to build producLve
programming
my_data.set_value(31);
DARMA backend!
});
for many runLmes
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DARMA is implicit parallelism embedded in C++ for
handling mul:-level, dynamic, or irregular parallelism
§ Distributed, Asynchronous, Resilient Models for ApplicaLons
Execution Model:
Appending
(Frontend calling
into backend)

A(2,2)

Analyzing, Scheduling
(Backend runtime)

A(1,1)

dpotrf
A(1,1)

A(0,0)

dpotrf

Running
(Backend calling
into frontend)

A(2,0)

dtrsm

A(2,0)

A(0,0)

dtrsm

A(1,0)

A(1,0)

A(1,2)

dsyrk

dsyrk

A(1,1)

dgemm

A(1,2)

Task

dgemm
A(2,3)
A(3,0)

Active thread

Data

dtrsm
A(3,0)

dgemm

A(1,3)
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Implicit parallelism for large, distributed memory
problems requires scalable task launch constructs
Root

create_concurrent_work

termination detection

Root

“Root”-based task model, with
extra tricks to avoid a complete
scatter, gather bottleneck

create_concurrent_work

termination detection

Root
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The programming/execu:on models are conceptual
guides designed to express all available parallelism,
do not dictate actual run:me execu:on
Application

Common API
across runtimes

Front End API

(Application User)

Translation Layer

DARMA
Glue Code

Common API
across runtimes

Back End API

(Specification for Runtime)

(Specific to each runtime)

Runtime
OS/Hardware

Mapping to a variety of AMT runAme system technologies
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Applica:on code is translated into a series of backend
API calls to an AMT run:me

Application

Common API
across runtimes

Front End API

(Application User)

Translation Layer

DARMA
Glue Code

Common API
across runtimes

Back End API

(Specification for Runtime)

(Specific to each runtime)

Runtime
OS/Hardware

Not all runtimes provide
the same functionality

Mapping to a variety of AMT runAme system technologies
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Applica:on code is translated into a series of backend
API calls to an AMT run:me

Application

Common API
across runtimes

Front End API

(Application User)

Translation Layer

DARMA
Glue Code

Common API
across runtimes

Back End API

(Specification for Runtime)

(Specific to each runtime)

Runtime
OS/Hardware

Challenge: design a back
end API that maps to a
variety of runtimes

Mapping to a variety of AMT runAme system technologies
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2017 study: Explore programmability and performance
of the DARMA approach in the context of ATDM codes

ElectromagneLc
Plasma ParLclein-cell Kernels
MulLscale Proxy

MulL Level Monte
Carlo Uncertainty
QuanLﬁcaLon Proxy

Using DARMA to inform Sandia’s ATDM technical roadmap
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For DARMA, ”task-based” means granularity of
expressing algorithm does not match granularity of
execu0ng algorithm § Granularity of programming model
§
§
§
§

Thread,
Vector
Parallel

Thread,
Node
Parallel

Patch
2

Patch
1

Patch
3

Node
Parallel

Rank 3

Single-level (Chapel, UPC++, R-Stream compiler)
1.5-level (DARMA, Regent, MPI + OpenMP)
Two-level (MPI + OverdecomposiLon)
Many-level (MPI + OverdecomposiLon + OpenMP
+ vector intrinsics)

§ Granularity of execuLon
Rank 1

Rank 2

§ Auto-parallelizing compilers (mulL-thread or vector
parallelism not evident in code)
§ DARMA, Regent (parallelism implicit in data eﬀects,
overdecomposiLon implicit in data parLLon)

§ OverdecomposiLon for irregular
parallelism (load-balance, comm, locality)
§ Tiling, unit cells, patches - all diﬀerent versions of
overdecomposiLon
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Study of Charm++ load-balancers on benchmarks show
driving concern is accurate, scalable balancing heuris:cs

Thread,
Vector
Parallel

Thread,
Node
Parallel

Patch
2

Patch
1

Patch
3

Node
Parallel

Rank 3

Rank 1

Rank 2

Coarse-grained load balance
flexibility comes from
overdecomposition, no need
to repartition problem
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Par:cle-in-cell (PIC) show promise, but overheads do not
scale for hybrid load balancer (aTempted compromise of
load-balance accuracy/overhead)

Thread,
Vector
Parallel

Thread,
Node
Parallel

Patch
2

Patch
1

Patch
3

Node
Parallel

Rank 3

Rank 1

Rank 2

Coarse-grained load balance
flexibility comes from
overdecomposition, no need
to repartition problem
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Projec:on results
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What did NOT work well with Charm++?
§ At scale on Trinity, hard to ﬁnd load balancer with accurate
heurisLcs with small overheads
§ Implicitly parallel, imperaLve model lacks “persistence” of
Chare, semanLc mismatch lead to large glue layer
§ Chare deﬁnes groupings of data inside object, groupings of
related data are not required by DARMA
§ Diﬃcult to create 1-1 match between load balancing tasks and load
balancing chares

§ Eﬃcient overdecomposiLon requires shared-memory
opLmizaLons, which is not part of Chare abstracLon
§ CollecLves parLcularly problemaLc given mismatch between
DARMA data collecLons and chare arrays
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What DID work well with Charm++?
§ RunLme itself highly scalable, high-performance
communicaLon on Cray Aries
§ Remote method calls provide very powerful “acLve
messaging” capability for distributed scheduler
§ Load balancing library would have been most of work
previous year, able to leverage exisLng libraries
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